Safety Unit - Trailer
PMM-MAS-0001

Pommec is specialized in new built and maintenance of air breathing systems. Customized systems which are exactly designed to
customers’ demands but also standard solutions are possibilities. Over 40 years, pommec designs, produces and maintains air breathing
systems for national and international companies working in the oil and gas industry, governmental and construction.
As an experienced manufacturer and supplier, Pommec has the knowledge to supply your needs for high quality air breathing systems,
naturally complying to the SIR guidelines. When it is about maintenance or purchase of new systems and accessories, Pommec’s goal is to
relieve you. You can count on an involved team of engineers, technicians and other professionals to serve you.

Safety Unit - Trailer - PMM-MAS-0001
Easily transportable and very complete is the best way to describe this system. Built
inside a strong double axle trailer, this system contains amongst others;
- LW 320 ES - HP Compressor
- 320 l/min
- Silent version
- 8x 50 liter cylinders 200 bar
- 6 cylinders for main supply
- 2 cylinder for back up supply
- Completely fitted with manifolds and piping
- Distribution panel for 2 persons
- 2x HP regulators
- Gauges
- Flowmeters
- Cross over valves
- Special service hatch
- Communication
- 2 person communication
- Internal backup battery
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Safety Unit - Trailer - PMM-MAS-0001

- Video system
- One person video system
- System is suitable for analog and HD camera’s
- Internal storage
- Keyboard with touchpad
- 19” monitor
- Optional Pommec HD camera
- Breathing air hose reels
- 2x 50 meter breathing air hoses, complete with termination
- Airwatch
- Shuts down the HP compressor when polluted air is detected at the inlet
of the HP compressor
- Low Pressure Alarm
- Power supply
- 32A power connection
- Trafo for 220V: 2x double power sockets
- Lighting and heating
- Phase monitoring
- Miscellaneous
- Operator chair
- Lockable closet
- Cleaning paper holder
- First aid kit
- Fire extinguisher
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